TRASH 2018
Graham’s Packet of Madness
1.  It is rumored that a prisoner made a makeshift version of this weapons using the
plumbing from his cell. Call of Duty: World at War contains the only traditional Zombie
mode that with this weapon, however it is available in Black Ops through Dead Ops Arcade.
During BattleBots, Complete Control used this weapon to record a knockout on Bombshell,
along with having a drone fitted with this weapon. In Terraria, this item requires 20 Lead (or
iron) bars, 20 Souls of Fright, and illegal gun parts. A satirical news article reported that a man
cleared snow from his driveway using one of these weapons. Elon Musk sold over 20,000 of
these weapons for a mere 500 dollars each. For 10 points, what weapon is used to spread fire
through an area?
ANSWER: Flamethrower (Accept Flammenwerfer)
Bonus: Answer the following about Hollywood icons with stars on the Hollywood Walk of Fame
For 10 points each:
1. Name this one-word stage name given to one of the most famous magicians of his time.
He is one of the 15 stars to only display one word on his star.
ANSWER: Harry Houdini
2. Funnily enough, two Governors of California have a star on the walk! One of them is
Arnold Schwarzenegger, name the other one.
ANSWER: Ronald Wilson Reagan
3. The current youngest Star holder, or should I say holders, goes to these twins, who
received it in 2004 when they were 18. They are also the only set of twins to own a star.
ANSWER: Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen (Accept variations that show clear
understanding.
2. A popular video shows a this character throwing various bowls of food at his co-workers
and rivals, while saying the title phrase with minor variations. A popular vine depicts
someone saying “Oh yeah, this character’s name”, drowning him, and then screaming. There
are numerous rumors about how he got his strange daughter, most of which are too graphic for
this packet. Some memes of this man include one where he is elbow dropping a child and one
where he is frantically looking back and forth between customers after he bought one of his
worker’s colorful food stands. Real fans of the anime know this character’s first name is
“Eugene.” For 10 points, name this owner of the Krusty Krab, and Spongebob’s boss.
ANSWER: Mr. Krabs (Accept Eugene Harold Krabs)
Bonus: Speaking of Vines, for 10 points each see if you can finish the following vines.
1. Hurricane Katrina?! More like Hurricane _______

ANSWER: Tortilla (They better not pronounce it right)
2. Get to DelTaco, they got a new thing called _______
ANSWER: Freshavacado [free-sha-VAHK-a-doo]
3. You know what, I love myself, even though I look like a _______
ANSWER: Burnt Chicken Nugget

3. The director of a movie named after this man was actually previously the stunt double
for it’s main actor. This man has a tattoo across his back that reads Fortis Fortuna
Adiuvat, which translates to “Fortune Favors the Bold. This man was originally a hitman,
but came out of retirement after gangsters accidentally targeted him. This happened after they
stole his iconic 1969 Ford Mustang Mach 1 and killed his pet Daisy. While this man was first
popular in a meme that involved not messing with the aforementioned dog Daisy, he became
notorious as the skin you receive from reaching tier 100 on the Fortnite Season 3 battle pass. For
10 points, name this movie character with namesake movies played by Keanu Reeves.
ANSWER: John Wick
Bonus: We might as well get the fortnite questions out of the way as soon as possible. For 10
points each.
1. Name this metropolitan area that is often the most popular landing point on the map.
Please tell me where we’re dropping boys.
ANSWER: Titled Towers.
2. Suppose you have 2 mini shield potions and a normal shield potion. In what order do you
consume them to achieve maximum shield?
ANSWER: 2 minis first and then the normal shield. (Accept answers that show
understanding like “Minis then full”)
3. The grossly underplayed single-player campaign has this title. Overshadowed by the
battle-royale variant, It shares its name with an Undertale song as well as a Swedish
House Mafia song.
ANSWER: Save the World
4. Funnily enough, several comic book characters have held this name, and not even from
the same universe! The first iteration of this character was a young teenage boy who spoke
an acronym of the six “immortal” elders. That man’s sister also assumed the name of this
superhero. That was in 1942, but after a lot of copyright struggles, in 1967, a rival studio created
a different hero with the same name in their universe. This superhero once aided Spider-Man in
defeating Basilisk. Perhaps, in most recent culture, Nick Fury sent a message to this character,
before being wiped out by Thanos. For 10 points, name this superhero, currently know as Carol
Danvers, whose name contains one of the two biggest comic book companies.

ANSWER: Captain Marvel (Also accept, bear with me here, Shazam and Billy Batson,
Mar-Vell, Genis Vell,  and Phyla Vell. [Prompt on Ms. Marvel or Monica Rambeau] [DO NOT
PROMPT OR ACCEPT Khn’nr or Noh Varr]
Bonus: For 10 points each, name these people who have been in hot water after using the
n-word.
1. This famous youtube star let it slip while streaming PUBG referencing someone who
killed his teammate. The Wall-Street Journal has called him, among others, a nazi.
ANSWER: Pewdiepie (Accept Felix Kjellberg)
2. This famous fortnite streamer was rapping 44 more by Logic on Optic Nadeshot’s stream,
which contains the n-word.
ANSWER: Ninja
3. This manchild who runs a pseudo-news channel called Drama Alert has unapologetically
and very vocally used the n-word as an insult, in public, and whenever he wants to.
ANSWER: Daniel Keem (Accept Keemstar, Killer Keemstar, and DJ Keemstar)
5. A fun variation of this meme involves musical measures. In the first measure there is a
quarter note on G, the second has a quarter-note on G and a half note on F, third a quarter
and a half note on G, and finally a quarter note on G and a quarter note on E with the stem
facing down. Originally in a comic strip by Tim Buckley, the template involves the main
character Lilah suffering from a miscarriage. Because of its popularity, anything with four
elements will often be asked the question, “Is This ____?” Based on the comic series
Ctrl+Alt+Del, for 10 points, what 4-panelled comic strip title has been mocked relentlessly?
ANSWER: Loss (Accept Is this loss?, or if they drew a diagram that looks like this: | || || |_)
Bonus: If your childhood didn’t include that one cousin showing you what Runescape was, did
you even really have a childhood? For 10 points each, identify some Runescape Gods and
Goddesses.
1. This bird God of Justice has his followers attacked by the Player in Temple of Ikov. He is
perhaps best known for his namesake Godsword, the AGS.
ANSWER: Armadyl [Prompt on Kre’arra or Avianse]
2. This God of Balance was murdered by the trickster god Sliske [SLEE-skay]. His death in
the quest The World Wakes was one of the most pivotal events in Runescape history, as
it marked the end of the Fifth Age
ANSWER: Guthix
3. This Holiest God of Cabbage was first introduced as an April Fool’s Day joke, but
became an actual god in Sliske’s Endgame. He says he “commands the power of highly
concentrated nutrients. There is no greater force in all of creation.”
ANSWER: Brassica Prime

6. The original version of this song was written by Kazumi Totaka for an iconic section of a
game system where you design your character. More popularly known are the increasingly
bizarre renditions of it with additions like “but the number of doots keep increasing,” “but
every note is a random pitch,” and “But every pause descends you further into madness.” On
the more sane side of things, there is a very popular jazz cover of this song by Insane in the Rain
music. The best known version of the song is probably “But all the pauses are uncomfortably
long.” For 10 points, give the generic name of this song on the Wii, which you may have heard if
you ever made your own character.
ANSWER: The Mii Channel Song [Prompt on Wii Song, DO NOT accept or prompt on Wii
Shop Theme]
Bonus: Answer some questions about rock and metal bands. For 10 points each
1. Searching “The most brutal metal scream,” will come up with this band’s song “Dig.”
Instead of the actual scream, however, it is replaced with a text-to-voice audio saying the
letter “a” for twenty seconds.
ANSWER: Mudvayne
2. Chad Gray, the lead singer of that group, joined up with Pantera drummer Vinnie Paul as
well as Nothingface’s Tom Maxwell to form this supergroup, Their name is a popular
interjection!
ANSWER: Hellyeah
3. The unfortunate murder of this guitarist and singer of Pantera let to a falling out between
Pantera.
ANSWER: Dimebag Darrell (Accept Diamond Darrell or Darrell Lance Abbott)
7. This man started his career as a producer for Roc-A-Feller Records in the early 2000s,
where he helped Jay-Z reach fame. He is currently tied with Jay-Z for number of
Grammys won, at 21. This man created a company that would, quote, “Pick up where
Steve Jobs left off,” and named it after his mother. A series of popular meme comics often
depict this man as an immortal god, who is capable of killing even Eminem. Recently, he has
been infamous in the news for announcing his support for our president Donald J. Trump, even
posting a picture of his signed MAGA hat. For 10 points, name this musical artist, also known as
“Yeezy,” who is responsible for such hits as “Stronger” and “Gold Digger.”
ANSWER: Kanye Omari West (Accept Yeezy or Yeezus before mentioned)
Bonus: South Park has had a knack for being politically incorrect, and this especially shows in
their latest game. For 10 points each
1. Give the name of the latest South Park video game. It is the successor to “The Stick of
Truth.” Careful with pronunciation now!

ANSWER: South Park: The Fractured but Whole
2. There is no race option when initially creating your character. Controversially, your race
is controlled by a slider that also controls this aspect of the game. Cartman says that it
won’t affect how combat plays out, just every other aspect of your life
ANSWER: Difficulty
3. This man is featured in a hidden boss battle within the game, where he is running a taco
shop! You probably know him for his rich, milk chocolate voice.
ANSWER: Morgan Freeman
8. This infamous video game boasts it has, quote, “Between two to infinite hours of
agonizing gameplay,” going on later to say it has “a median play-time of 5 hours, but a
mean play-time of infinite hours.” There is a warning about surprising elements, but there
only is one jumpscare in this game, at which point you are probably too frustrated to care.
If you manage to finish this game, there is a screen that asks if you are streaming or
recording not to continue. Inside is, well I couldn’t ruin the surprise, now could I? One point
involves a single orange sitting on a desk, where if you miss you may have to restart the game all
over again, leading to the nickname “Orange Hell.” The hammer the character wields in this
game is a Yosemite hammer, we currently have no sources on what type of cauldron he is sitting
in. For 10-points, name this frustrating indie game that involves climbing over a mountain by
flailing a hammer about.
ANSWER: Getting Over It with Bennett Foddy.
BONUS: Tom Clancy’s Rainbow Siege is one of the most popular FPS’s of the year. Identify
some of the operators based on a description. For 10 points each:
1. This operator is the subject of many memes, as he often accidentally kills the hostage
with his cluster bomb.
ANSWER: Fuze
2. This other shield operator received an insane buff that made him run at supersonic speed,
which made him OP since he can blind people with his shield.
ANSWER: Blitz
3. This American operator is known for his deployable shield. He shares his name with a
famous pirate in the North American colonies
ANSWER: Blackbeard
9. At one point, the FunHaus played a round of this game that lasted over three hours.
Mini Ladd, Kryoz Gaming, SMii7y [sch-MITT-ee], and IAMWILDCAT often play this
game together and make highlight reels of it. Several cards from this game have been made
notorious in popular culture, and one card from this game has been named one of the top
friendship enders. Perhaps one of the most famous memes of this game involves someone

saying “Ur mom gay,” and then you responding with a particular card from this game. For 10
points, name this card game whose name means “One” in spanish.
ANSWER: Uno!
BONUS: Answer some questions about Super Mario 64 Speedrunning!
1. This man is currently the world record holder for the 120 and 70 star categories is this
legendary figure. Speedrunning for over 5 years, he was the first gamer to receive a time
of under 1 hour and 40 minutes while collecting all 120 stars.
ANSWER: Cheese05 (Accept Cheese)
2. This infamous ROM hack runner once raced and beat a team of 10 normal players to
collect all the stars. ROM hackers often place signs that say Shout Out to this man.
ANSWER: SimpleFlips
3. Beating the game while collecting one, or even zero stars is possible with this technique
that allows you to gain massive amounts of speed by performing a specific jump.
ANSWER: Backwards Long Jump (Accept BLJ) (Prompt on Long Jumping, DO NOT
ACCEPT OR PROMPT ON Bunny-hopping or B-Hopping)
10. A funny video edit shows two cardinals (The catholic kind, not the birds) playing this
sport between two books. While the Game Grumps were playing a video game version of
this sport, they came up with the character “Racist Bassist.” The Virtual Boy was supposed
to make the Mario version of this sport popular, but the fact the game was entirely in red
and black and caused migraines meant it wasn’t very popular. A famous meme involves the
current president playing this sport. In an ATP tour game, David Ferrer loses a set after the
Hawk Eye technology finds a ball he hit was a mere millimeter out of the court. For 10 points,
name this sport played by greats like Roger Federer and Serena Williams.
ANSWER: Tennis
BONUS: Speaking of Game Grumps, answer some questions about the popular YouTube Stars.
For 10 points each:
1. Name either of the two people who make up “Game Grumps” duo. One of them is a
former animator, and one of them is a jew.
ANSWER: Danny Avidan (Accept Dan or Danny Sexbang) or Arin Hanson (Accept
Egoraptor)
2. This other Youtube personality was a former member of the show, leaving in 2013. He is
known now for his funny critique show.
ANSWER: Jon Jafari (Accept JonTron)
3. While only Dan is a member of Ninja Sex Party, along with Ninja Brian, both Arin and
Dan are members of this band, with their second album named “Player Select.”
ANSWER: Starbomb

11. This is the number of territories in the board game Risk. In Lewis Carroll's Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland, there are this many drawings. The Gutenberg bible had this
many lines per page. This is the atomic number of Molybdenum [muh-LYB-din-uhm]. This
is a perfect score on the USA Math Olympiad. This number cubed is 74,088. According to
the book of Revelation in the bible, the Beast will hold Earth in its domain for this many
months. There are this many gallons in a barrel of oil. Coldplay has a song entitled this number
on their 2008 album. Jackie Robinson wore this number while playing baseball, it was retired by
all teams in 1997. For 10 points, according to The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, what is the
answer to the ultimate question of life, the universe, and everything?
ANSWER: 42
BONUS: A certain anime series has become popular due to their killer soundtrack being used in
several memes. Identify some of these songs. For 10 points each.
1. This Eurobeat song was made by, fittingly, the Eurobeat Masters. It involves going
quickly through a certain decade.
ANSWER: Running in the 90s
2. Another popular song from the anime has a phenomenon in which you believe you’ve
already seen something before, hence it name being French for “Already seen”
ANSWER: Deja Vu
3. All these songs were featured on this popular Japanese anime about racing cars,
following the main character Takumi Fujiwara.
ANSWER: Initial D
12. While this man was inspecting a room, he found shoes underneath the seats, among
other things. He also found a candy-cane under a couch seat in the waiting room. This man
went hunting for tarantulas in Cambodia. This man once hunted and prepared a wild boar
for US troops stationed at Fort Benning. This man asked if anything he was prepared
wasn’t microwaved, to which the server replied, the salad. This man proceeded to call his
server a doughnut. This man made a woman hold two pieces of bread to her head, and call
herself an “idiot sandwich.” This man is probably best known for him needing to know the
location of a lamb sauce, and telling someone their meat is not cooked. For 10 points, name this
British personality chef who is best known for his shows like “Hell’s Kitchen” and “Kitchen
Nightmares”
ANSWER: Gordon James Ramsay.
BONUS: The 2018 NBA Playoffs sure were a trip. Answer some questions about the finals. For
10 points each:

1. Name the two teams that faced off, the same teams that have played in the finals every
year since 2015.
ANSWER: The Golden State Warriors and the Cleveland Cavaliers.
2. In the first game, this man notoriously thought his team was ahead, and dribbled the time
out. They were actually tied, and his team lost to the Warriors in overtime.
ANSWER: JR Smith (Prompt on just Smith)
3. This Cavalier betrayer desperately tried to get Smith to pass the ball, and was visibly
upset after the game. He scored a whopping 51 points that game.
ANSWER: LeBron James
13. The iconic announcer for this game series was a man by the name of Jeff Steitzer.
Originally, if you shot your teammate in this game, he would announce “Cheney Mania!”
but this was cut in development. The Ohio State marching band did a tribute to this game
series, reportedly every male member of the student section sang along. On Season 4 of
Pawn Stars, a man brought in a custom suit of armor from this game series. Anoj used to do
a Top 10 countdown of the best plays from this series, while Rooster Teeth did a Top 10 Fails of
the Weak (Spelled intentionally wrong). The main character of this game series, John-117 is
“Inhumanly white, due to him being in a suit all the time.” For 10 points you play as
Spartan-117, better known Master Chief, in what video game franchise made by Bungie?
ANSWER: Halo
Bill Wurtz is a very famous jingle designer who has come into popularity recently due to his
“educational” videos. Answer some questions about his work. For 10 points each:
1. Wurtz does a comprehensive history of this country, specifically naming the Tokugawa
moving the capital to Edo.
ANSWER: Japan
2. Wurtz expanded his horizon on his other project, like to literally encompass everything,
in his “entire history of this”
ANSWER: the Entire World, i guess
3. Believe it or not, Wurtz actually created a very famous vine. Finish this vine: Thanks for
checking in, I’m….
ANSWER: Still a piece of Garbage!  (If the team can sing it in a Doo-Wop harmony,
give them a cool point, but then erase it, because this is serious business.)
14. This state made its state vegetable the watermelon. The watermelon, of course, is a
fruit. This did not stop Senator Don Barrington from creating legislation to make it the
state vegetable, claiming that since watermelon and cucumbers come from the same family,
they must both be vegetables. This state is home to Kansas. The city, that is, which is
located on the east side of this state. On the west side is it’s most iconic geographic feature,

that states like Florida also have. The card game named after this state is very similar to five card
stud poker. This state’s NBA team, the Thunder, is a reference to the fact that its namesake
capital is in Tornado Alley. This state’s name came from the Choctaw phrase that means “Red
People.” In 1995 the capital of this state was bombed by Timothy McVeigh, and Terry Nichols.
For 10 points. Name this state known for its iconic panhandle; it is the state north of Texas.
ANSWER: Oklahoma (Accept The Sooner State, but I am NOT accepting the Pawnee or
Cayuga pronunciations, because this is America, damnit!)
BONUS: At the time of writing of this, the character roster for Smash 5 was just confirmed!
Answer some questions about who is and isn’t on that list. For 10 points each:
1. This character from Splatoon is making her debut appearance. People hit by her ink will
take more damage.
ANSWER: Inkling (Accept Ika or Squid Kid because tbh I didn’t even know the real
name of it, but DO NOT ACCEPT OR PROMPT ON Octoling)
2. This other new character is a high-ranking Space Pirate, and arch-nemesis to Samus
Aryan, playing the antagonist in most Metroid games.
ANSWER: Ridley (Lmao the japanese translation is Ridori, which I was going to say in a
very racist Asian accent as if it were the Japanese translation. Funny how things work out like
they do)
3. This Rose-donning and Tennis-loving enemy of Luigi and friend of Wario was NOT
included, much to my chagrin. Oh well, at least he can pinball on his namesake course in
Mario Kart DS.
ANSWER: Waluigi (Wah!)
15. 50 cent posted a meme on his Twitter comparing this man to Data from Star Trek: A
New Generation. One meme of this man shows him surrounded by a large number of
people using VR headsets that asks if it is an allegory of the future, the leaders walking
right by VR users. One SNL skit parodies this man by embellishing his awkward and
mechanical behavior while speaking. On a live stream, one chatter asked to give him a
specific parody of this man’s name, to which this man replied someone would have to
explain the joke to him. The parody the chatter asked for was the first 4 letters of this man’s last
name, sometimes with two C’s instead of a C and K. This man recently testified before congress
due to the data breach of millions on the website he owns. For 10 points, name this founder and
owner of Facebook.
ANSWER: Mark Elliot Zuckerberg
BONUS: People really like to play card names nowadays. Answer some questions about cards
from popular card games.

1. In Yu-Gi-Oh, collecting all 5 of this card set will automatically win you the game. The
computer managed to do that against Michael from Achievement hunter.
ANSWER: Exodia the Forbidden One (Anti-Prompt on any specific piece of the set,
such as Arm or Leg)
2. In Magic: The Gathering, using this card will let you add 3 mana to any color you want.
It can fetch prices of over twenty thousand dollars.
ANSWER: Black Lotus
3. One of the most expensive and rare Pokemon cards is the Illustrator version of this iconic
mascot of the Pokemon series. Between 4-6 exist.
ANSWER: Pikachu
16. According to the Ultimate Showdown of Ultimate Destiny, this man emerged the victor,
wearing a bloodstained sweater. In an Epic Rap Battle of History, this man says he doesn’t
want to get blood from his opponent’s ugly face on his penny loafers. George W. Bush gave
this man the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 2002. The Smithsonian Institution displays
one of this man’s iconic sweaters as a “Treasure of American History.” This man was a
Presbyterian minister before becoming a TV star. After learning a blind viewer couldn’t tell if he
was feeding his fish, he started saying when he was feeding the fish. One of the characters in this
man’s neighborhood shares part of his name with this man, Mr. McFeely. For 10 points, name
this iconic PBS children’s show host, performing on a show named after this man.
ANSWER: Fred McFeely Rogers (Accept Mr. Rogers)
BONUS: Epic Rap Battles of History has had some memorable matchups. Answer some
questions about them.
1. This man faced Darth Vader, saying that Vader needed to concentrate in camp.
ANSWER: Adolf Hitler
2. This man faced Chuck Norris in the third edition of ERB. He has appeared in all the
presidential battles as well.
ANSWER: Abraham Lincoln
3. This, uh, person, faced Bruce Banner. Both of them have undergone life-changing
transformations.
ANSWER: Bruce/Caitlyn Jenner
17. This woman is what I like to call the female version of Danny Phantom because she,
after a catastrophic flight program, suffered from chronal disassociation. She still suffers
from it, but a large, helpful gorilla made technology that allows her to stay in the present
and control her own time flow. She would later fight with that gorilla against two villains who
tried to steal Doomfist’s gauntlet. This woman’s real name is Lena Oxton. Controversially, in a
Christmas comic released by Blizzard, this woman was revealed to be Lesbian after she kisses

her girlfriend Emily. For 10 points, name this Overwatch hero who wields dual pulse pistols and
says “Cheers love, the calvary is here.”
ANSWER: Tracer (Accept Lena Oxton before mentioned)
BONUS: There have been just 3 movies that won every Academy Award, making it easy for
lazy bonus writers like me! For 10 points each:
1. This was the first movie to win all Academy awards, directed by Frank Capra. It was a
romantic comedy starring Clark Gable and Claudette Colbert.
ANSWER: It Happened One Night
2. This movie based on a book by Ken Kesey received all the Academy Awards in 1975,
with Jack Nicholson playing the main scoundrel Randle McMurphy.
ANSWER: One Flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest
3. The 1991 thriller starring Anthony Hopkins as Hannibal Lecter and Jodie Foster as
Clarice Starling won all of the awards
ANSWER: Silence of the Lambs
18. One character of this TV show watched a girl be raped and did nothing about it. That
character decided to hang out with said rapist, after the rape had occurred, and was
surprised when she got raped. Another character of this TV show shot himself, survived,
and forgot the reason why he killed himself, begging his mother to give him his own suicide
note. The primary protagonist of this TV show tried to get a semi-colon tattoo, but ended up
passing out halfway through. In this TV show, just about every main character throws a rock at
and breaks one particulars kid’s window. For 10 points, name this TV show based on the book
by Jay Asher chronicling the tapes left by Hannah Baker as Clay Jensen listens to them.
ANSWER: Thirteen Reasons Why (My now ex-girlfriend made me watch these and broke up
with me because I made sarcastic remarks through the whole thing, so pardon me if I’m biased.)
BONUS: Alright I said we’d get the Fortnite questions out of the way, but the ProAm Celebrity
Tournament was too good of material to pass up. For 10 points each:
1. Name this Oklahoma City Thunder small forward who teamed up with TSM Myth for the
tournament.
ANSWER: Paul George
2. Ali-A was teamed with this man, he is the bass player for Fall Out Boy.
ANSWER: Pete Wentz
3. Ninja teamed up with this EDM producer to win the tournament. He’s not deadmau5, but
he does wear a giant helmet, as seen in the music video for his song ‘Alone’
ANSWER: Marshmello (Accept Christopher Comstock)

19. When this man was 6, he attempted to stab a man for attacking his mother. This man
was kicked out of the school choir for attacking other students, and then out of school for
too many physical altercations. He would drop out of high school in the 10th grade. During
this time, he started recording music and going to jail, where he met Ski Mask the Slump
God, who propelled his musical fame. His most famous song was released in 2017, and includes
the lyrics “I’mma put a hole in your parents” and not being able to keep a certain appendage in
his pants. This man was leaving a motorcycle dealer when he was confronted by a black SUV.
For 10 points, name this mumble rapper shot dead in a robbery, notable for his song “Look at
Me”
ANSWER: XXXTentacion (Accept Tentacion or Jahsey Onfroy)
Let’s do some rap questions, since we’re on the topic. Answer the following about popular rap
songs.
1. This famous song by Denzel Curry contains the lyrics “I am the one/don’t weigh a
ton/don’t need a gun/to get respect”
ANSWER: Ultimate
2. This song involves Kanye with the insightful lyrics “Poopy-do scoop” and “Poop-diddy
whoop scoop” (sing it brotha).
ANSWER: Lift Yourself
3. Future references a Juicy J hit song when he sings, “la di da di da, slob on me knob” on
this song with rappers like Kendrick Lamar
ANSWER: God’s Dead
20. Toss-up the Last. A little known fact about this man was that he is actually a rapper, in
addition to his many other professions. He rapped “Basic Thuganomics,” a song very
memorable to his career. This man made his acting debut in his movie “The Marine.” He is
probably best known as his role as a very annoying kid’s father. Allegedly, this man once
accidentally said his catchphrase to a blind kid. His theme song was played by a child
blowing through two recorders with his nose. This man, aside from his WWE career, is known
best for his many old memes about not being able to see him. For 10 points, name this WWE
wrestler who played Fred’s Dad.
ANSWER: (When someone says John Cena, say “I don’t know, I can’t see the answer!”)
Bonus: My friend said that last joke was the worst thing he ever heard in his life. Answer some
questions related to memes he likes.
1. The Youtuber Sethilical made the character Baku, and asks pizza places if they have this
item
ANSWER: Boneless Pizza
2. A Popular Youtube series asks, “Did some carbon-based lifeform just say this?”

ANSWER: Ice
3. Name this meme way of saying Pepsi, coming from a meme asking if someone preferred
Conk, or this beverage.
ANSWER: Bepis
TIEBREAKER. Only use if teams are tied after 20 toss-ups. The game is over after the first
change in points.
21. This man received the Ellis Island Award in 1986 for his “Patriotism, Tolerance,
Brotherhood, and Diversity.” This man was born in the Jamaica Hospital Medical Center
in Queens, where he grew up. This man is Presbyterian, putting the bible number one and
his famous book second. This man has does not consume alcohol,as he watched his brother,
Fred Jr. die from it. This man famously received a small loan of a million dollars from his
father, and used it to build a multi-billion dollar net worth. This man was famous for acting in
The Apprentice, until his political career gained him further notoriety. This man ran for president
in 2016 using the slogan “Make America Great Again,” and promising to build a wall. For 10
points, name the current president of the United States.
ANSWER: Donald J. Trump (Accept The Don, Papa Trump, Daddy, or 45) [Do not accept or
prompt on Cadet Bonespurs or Drumpf]

